OM SWASTI  TEN YÖ SOK TSA DÉ CHHEN DOR JÉ RU
May all be auspicious! Skull-Garland Lotus Heruka, conqueror of maras,

DRUB DZAY CHHI MÉ NYUK MAY YÉ SHEY SEM
Whose deathless natural wisdom mind has transformed

DÜ DUL PEMA T'HÓ T'HRENG HÉ RU KAY
The root of existence into great vajra bliss,

NANG SI ZIL NÖN TSHÉ WANG JYIN CHHEN P'HOB
Subjugator of apparent phenomena, please shower the blessings of immortality.

JIK MÉ NGAK GI WANG CHHYUK KHYEN TSEI TER
Fearless lord of speech,

ZAB SANG NOR BÜ DZÖ CHHANG DOR JÉ DZIN
You are the vajra-holder of the profound secret treasures of wisdom and compassion;

T'HOK MÉ T'HRIN LAY NAM PAR GYAL WAY DEI
Victorious one of all-pervading activity,

SANG SUM MI SHIK TAK PAR TSHO ZHEY SOL
May your three secrets remain indestructible and ever-lasting.
BI MA LA DANG NGA DAK T'HRI DÉ YI
As vowed by Vimalamitra and King Trisong Deutsen

T'HUK JÉ GOK MÉ T'HUK KYÉ DAM CHAY TAR
To constantly manifest out of compassion,

NYIK DÜ TEN DANG DRO WAY PUNG NYEN DU
You came as a warrior to protect the doctrine and all beings in this dark age;

YO MÉ DOR JEI NGO WOR TEN ZHUK SOL
May you remain forever as the unchanging vajra essence.

MÖ DANG LHAK SAM GÉ WAY SA BÔN GANG
May the virtuous seed of this supplication,

DEN NYIY LU MÉ DRÔ SHER GYIY KYÉ DÉ
Warmed and moistened by undeceiving two truths,

JI TAR MÔN PAY DRAY ZANG YUR ZA WAY
Ripen into a splendid fruit

SA SUM TRA SHIY PAL GYIY DZEY GYUR CHIK
That beautifies the three worlds with utmost auspiciousness.
Requested by Drukchen Dungsé Rinpoche, Mipham Ngawang Dechen Gyurmé and Chatral Sangyé Dorjé on the tenth day of the fifth month at Gung monastery in Darjeeling.

(Composed by Kyabje Dudjom Rinpoche and translated by Ani Jinba Palmo.)